Welcome to the Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild’s
February 2021 Virtual Show and Share
Thank you to these talented quilters who have shared their
current projects.

Last year a large fabric donation was received through Barb Mugford.
Since there was quite a lot of the blue purple this quilt was constructed
with the help of many hands. The blocks were machine cut by Phyllis at
St Jacobs Quilt Company and then Bonnie Murdoch and I pieced them.
Marilyn Hollinger sewed the blocks together and completed the binding.
Thanks to Barb Pye for quilting this Caring Connection/PAL quilt.
Many hands make light work!
Judy Siegner

The pieced top was donated to the Caring Connection by Holly
MacDonald and it was quilted by Marg Sandiford
It is a Northcott panel.
Judy Siegner

Homestead
This pattern was from McCalls Quilting, May/June 2018
by Jo Kramer and Kelli Hanken.
Since I like to play with leaders and Enders, this quilt was
pieced in no time. It was quilted by Marg Sandiford.
This is both a Caring Connection and a PAL quilt.
Judy Siegner

I made these Valentine treats for my
grandchildren. Girls got flowered and boys got
plaid material. On the back is a pocket for a slim
Valentine note and a package of gourmet hot
chocolate mix......best to mail! I invite them to
share a hot chocolate drink with me
The idea came from a link to Karen
Montgomery’s blog shared in Inge Ford’s
January 29 Update.
Marilyn Hollinger

George Scape Village
The winter of 2020 brought changes my generation has
never encountered. Jamie and I were able to exercise by
walking trails near our new home on William St E,
Waterloo. My social contacts and groups were no longer
meeting. Like many sewers I spent hours making masks in
my sewing room. From my window, I have a fantastic view
of George Street. There was much to keep me entertained
during this sewing time. I was grateful for the sun on the
steeple of St Louis’ Church, the beautiful old homes set up
on the hill, the artistic flare of backyard buildings, the
clucking of a hen from a neighbour’s chicken coop, the
wandering neighbourhood cats, the voices of the children
making their front yards their playground and the cycling
families on Herbert Street. Between making masks I began
working on this Little Village collage (14"x18"). The quilt
grew from my stash; upholstery scraps, given to me by a
friend, pieces of 100% cotton and polyester t-shirt
material used in mask making. The backing fabric was
made from every piece of material I used in the making of
masks. The theme is the sights and sounds Jamie and I
witnessed in our neighbourhood and from the Corona
virus pandemic news. Can you find the many tributes
made to our front-line workers, the messages of
encouragement and congratulations and the heart felt
love to Nova Scotia during their traumatic times? This
George Scape Village grew through weeks of reflection
and trying to make sense of a changing world.
“It’s good to have hope, isn’t it?” (John Schultz
Jan Hember

Cathedral Stars
Cathedral Stars, designed by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics 72" x 82"
I made this slightly larger than the free pattern suggested, by adding a
bit more of the background fabric so it would work better for a PAL
quilt. I used a machine sewn folded HST technique to give dimension to
the quilt, somewhat like the traditional handmade Cathedral Windows.
It gave me a chance to try lots of machine quilting patterns in all that
negative space.
Marg Sandiford

This quilt top was left in a bin at Project Linus several
years ago, so I don't know who pieced it. I enjoyed
machine quilting the continuous curve and swirl. It
measures 58" x 43" and will go to Project Linus once we
can meet again.
Marg Sandiford

This quilt features a sampling of the batiks in my stash. It was inspired by a quilt
photo on Pinterest. No source given.
It was a challenge to construct because it is not done in blocks with straight lines;
it is pieced and appliquéd by machine. I used straight line quilting for the houses
and script in the bottom section. I started "The Hill We Climb" by Amanda
Gorman but had to “...” as it as it is a long poem.
It will be a birthday gift for my granddaughter.
It measures 63" x 68".
Dorothy Holdenmeyer

In my UFO pile I had an Irish Chain style quilt top
with big plain areas that I didn't want to finish. I
took it apart, made a few more blocks, and
turned it into 2 PAL quilts. I removed the plain
white areas too and replaced them with a 9
patch (having 4 dark squares) in one quilt, and a
shoofly block in the other I quilted them with a
fan pattern.
Trudy Dey

I signed up for the panel class given by
Cyndi McChesney. The week between
the two classes kept me calculating my
meager Christmas fabric since the stores
were closed and I was going to stay at
home and meet the challenges. The
green material that was used as the
bordering fabric was completely used
except for a piece that measured 2.75”
by 7”.
Original Panel

Bonnie Murdoch

Let’s Go Out Tonight by Kate Mitchell Quilts
Truly a modern quilt with lots of negative space to do
some free motion quilting. I introduced some musical
fabric and some sparkly fabric here and explored using
my circular rulers in creating extra circles and texture
around the shapes.
Size is 24 x 30 and it is a Wall Quilt.
Debbie Miethig

Timber by Rachel Rossi
A friend’s baby is coming in March. I modified this
pattern and switched out the bear and made it a
Panda. I used a bamboo theme in creating the trees
and in the quilting. I also used Fireside fabric on that
back and loved it! Great to work with and how I love
the design that came through on the back. Very soft
and cuddly.
Hopefully you can see the design on the back of this
quilt.
Debbie Miethig

Solstice by Fourth and Fifth Designs
This quilt is made up of 5 different sections. Each
one is raw edge stitched. I used wool as the batting
because I wanted it to be fluffy and snow like. It
was also the first time I used freezer paper to
secure the pieces prior to fixing them permanently.
Debbie Miethig

Puffins - This pattern was purchased in St. John's, Newfoundland, April 2019, on a trip to see Icebergs and puffins. While it is not technically
a quilt, being used as a window covering, the pattern, by The Quilted Stash, was meant to be a pillow.
Carol McLaren

Slideshow - This quilt top was made many years ago for Creative
Sisters to showcase the wonderful batik striated fabric line. No one
new what to do with it. I used the Slideshow pattern by Atkinson
Designs. I was given my quilt top to quilt, so it is now done, with a
bright orange flannel backing and will be donated as a Smile
Quilt. The centre of each block has a sail boat because the colours
remind me of sunsets in all their variations.
Carol McLaren

Bedtime Stories - This kit was given to me by a previous store customer who
has since passed away. I hope she will be happy that it is now complete and
will be given as a Smile quilt. The quilt pattern and fabric line was called
Bedtime Stories by Diane Knott, and is all in flannel. Quilted by Marg
Sandiford, with thanks. Quilt batting donated by the guild.
Carol McLaren

These are my finished project's from the Colourways class
taught by Brandy Maslowski.
Glenda Dipple

This is a table runner that I found in my UFO box. I bought it as
a kit many years ago from Cherished Pieces. It 's called Three
Pears by Kansas Troubles Quilters.
Glenda Dipple

During the lockdown I have been working with the many scraps I have
accumulated over time. The name of this quilt is Simply Serene. Many
of the black and navy prints used were found at local Mennonite farm
auctions by a friend of mine. When I emailed her a photo of the
completed quilt I was touched by her comment. “ The quilt is so
much like the world today - light trying to come forward but being
blocked by so much dark. The future is there to see it but it requires
searching to find it.”
Needless to say I am pleased this quilt will be hanging in her home
when the pandemic is over as a reminder that we survived this
stressful interruption in our lives.
Miriam Bauman

I loved piecing this 62”x 72” quilt, Blueberry Steps, by Kaffe Fassett. Most fabrics
are from my stash and the rest I bought. It was like a trip to the virtual “candy
store”!
Linda Weinstein did, as usual, a beautiful job of quilting it.
Hilary Walsh

Morning Star
This is Morning Star from the Eleanor Burns book Quilts
Through the Seasons. It is my Xmas quilt finished in
2014 and quilted by the Gingrich family.
Nancy Lehman

This Xmas quilt was to be the back of the Morning Star. It
was pieces from a wreath kraft and my aunt liked it and
suggested a separate quilt, finished in 2015.
Nancy Lehman

This is the horse quilt. I received some panels
from my mother and from my aunt. It is Jack
Dempsey Needle Art Embroidery, finished in
2018.
Nancy Lehman

Buck Eye Beauty
This is Buck Eye Beauty also an Eleanor Burns pattern
from her book Quilts Through the Seasons. It was for my
granddaughter who picked the colour, but she wanted
the horse quilt, so I am using it. It was finished in
2019. They were all hand quilted by the Gringrich
family.
Nancy Lehman

The vintage Sunbonnet Sue with the umbrella is made from very old
blocks. A friend of mine found them when she was cleaning out her
mother-in-law's things after she passed away. The blocks were done
in the 1970's or 80's, but some of the fabric is much older. I created
the sashing, assembled and hand quilted. My friend's grand-niece
will receive it.
Brenda Warner

I finished the red rose quilt just after the first lock down last March. I had
planned to bring it to the next meeting that was the first one cancelled. The
Manheim ladies saw it when it was nearly finished. The red rose blocks are
antique blocks that were donated to the Pieces and Patches Quilt Guild in
Cambridge. I assembled and hand quilted it. The quilt was meant to be the
prize for a draw at a quilt show that was cancelled. I have attached two close
ups as well - one of the embroidered, appliquéd block and one of the quilted
block.
Brenda Warner

County Fair
This is a Quilter's & Friendships Mystery Quilt from Border
Creek Station. The pattern turned out to be County Fair. I
started it in early 2019 and finally finished it.
Barb Fooks

Shiners View Offset Diamond Quilt
Lynne Joakim

Oh my Stars
Pat Sloan’s ‘Oh my Stars’ quilt pattern.
Still needs binding.
Lynne Joakim

North Stars
North Stars pattern by Elizabeth Hartman, quilted by
Barbara Pye. I made this quilt for my granddaughter,
Abbey, who will be starting high school in the fall.
Nancy Winn

Noelle
Using a photo of my dog, Noelle, I used Barbara
Yates Beasley’s method for animal portraits. The
background is painted turban cloth and intense
ink pencils were used to outline the darker
areas. Getting the eyes right was the most
difficult part.
Noelle has been a lifesaver in this time of staying
home.
Nancy Winn

Thank you, quilters for sharing your projects. We look forward to seeing what you are currently
working on as you practice “social distancing”.
Continue to create, sew and quilt! It’s great therapy. Happy quilting everyone!

